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At its sitting of 15 September 1980, the European Parliament 
referred the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Bonaccini and others 
<ooc. 1-327/80) pursuant to kule 25 of the then -~ules of ~rocedure 
to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee 
responsible and to the. Comm{ttee- on Agriculture, the-=--Leial -Affairs 
Committee and-the Committee- on-Social Affairs~and Employment for an opinion. 
At its meeting of 23 September 1980, the committee decided to 
draw up a report and appointed Mr Mihr rapporteur. 
At its sitting of 15 December 1980, the European Parliament 
referred the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Filippi and others 
(Doc. 1-669/80) pursuant to Rule -~~ of the :then Rules of--Procedur-e -to-- --l 
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affatn as the colllflittee. -
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture, the Legal Affairs 
committee and the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment for 
an opinion. 
At its meeting of 21 January 1981 the committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs appointed Mr Mihr rapporteur. 
The committee considered the draft report at its meeting of 
10 and 11 November 1981~ held a hearing on 26 and 27 January 1982 
and continued its consideration on 21 and 22 September 1982 and 
3 and 4 November 1982. At the last meeting it adopted the motion 
for a resolution by 17 votes to none with 6 abstentions. 
Present: Mr J. Moreau, chairman; Mr de Ferranti, vice-Chairman; 
Mr Mihr, rapporteur; Mr Beazley, Mr Beumer (deputizing for 
Mr Vergeer), Mr von Bismarck, Mr Caborn, Mr Delorozoy, Mrs Desouches, 
~iss Forster, Mr Franz, Mr I. Friedrich, Mr He~an, Mr Hopper, 
Mr Kazazis (deputizing for Mr Collomb), Mrs Tove Nielsen 
(deputizing for Mr le Gucht), Mr Nikolaou (deputizing for 
Mr Walter), Mr Papantoniou,-Mr Purvis (deputizing for 
'·/ Sir Brandon Rhys-Williams), Mr Rogalla (deputizing for Mr Ruffolo), 
.. / .. 
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Mr Rogers, Mr Schinzel; Mr· Van Rompuy, Mr Wagfler, Mr Wedekind 
(deputizing for Mr Schnitker) and Mr Welsh. 
The opinions of the Committee on ~griculture, the Legal Affair8 
committee and the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment are 
attaChed to this report. 
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The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs hereby submits 
to the European Parliament the following motion for a resolution 
together with explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on the cooperative movement in the European Community 
The European Parliament, 
- Having regard to the motions for resolutions tabled pursuant 
to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure (Doc. 1-327/80 and Doc. 
1-669/80), 
- Having regard to the report of the Committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs and the opinions of the Committee on 
Agriculture, the Legal Affairs Committee and the Committee 
on Social Affairs and Employment (Doc. 1-849/82) , 
A Considering that in the motions for resolutions of 18 July 
and 4 December 1980 Members of various parliamentary groups 
indicated the need for more notice to be taken of the 
cooperative movement or cooperative organizations in the 
Member States and for the Community institutions to pay them 
greater attention, 
B Considering that most cooperative organizations have acquired 
important shares of the market in the relevant markets and 
thus represent an economic and social force which can no 
longer be disregarded and occupy an important posiflon·in. 
the life of society, 
C Convinced that cooperatives have an tmportant role to play in 
job creation and in improving the quality of work~ng con~itions, 
1. Takes the view that the European associations of cooperative 
organizations must be acknowledged by the Institutions of 
the European Community as a permanent discussion partner on 
all economic and social subjects; the cooperative associations 
are themselves called upon to coordinate their views and put -
them forward collectively; 
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2. Considers that the social value of cooperative economic and 
business activities is undisputed and that it is therefore 
in the interests of the Community to encourage the 
cooperative form of organization where there is a prospect 
of its being successfully adapted to the objectives of 
Community policy and where it does not endanger healthy and 
effective competition; 
3. Recommends that the Commission should in addition investigate 
how the activities of manufacturing and craft workers' 
cooperatives are developing and should consider what measures 
taken by the Community might facilitate the new establishment 
of such cooperatives and the conversion into cooperatives 
of undertakings threatened by crises; 
4. Requests the commission to make use of the great range of 
experience of the cooperatives and their associations in the 
implementation of Community regional policy and development 
policy by including representatives of the cooperatives in 
the work in this connection and in the preparation of individual 
projects; 
5. Urges the Commission also to investigate whether special 
programmes should be drawn up both for regions. of the Community 
threatened by crises and for cooperative development plans in 
countries which are signatories to the Lome Conven~ion Which 
promote the establishment of cooperatives in· certain production 
and service sectors; in both these areas too the Commission 
should draw on the experience of the cooperative ~vement; 
6. Requests the Commission to consider what possibilities it 
envisages for grantiJ;lg cooperatives or their associ~tions materi.al 
and technical aid for their educational, training and proiRofionat 
functions and in addition for making available funds for the 
development of small and medium-sized undertakings including 
those which take the form of cooperatives; in the meantime 
it should facilitate the access of cooperatives to existing 
Community funds and instruments, 
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7. Requests the Commission to set in motion a· study to investigate 
cooperative structures and the conditions for the existence and 
working conditions of cooperative organizations in the 
individual Member State.s of the ColllllUnity a~ to report the 
results of its study to this ParliamentJ 
8. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the 
explanatory statement to the Council and the COmmission of the 
European Communities. 
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EXPLANATORY STATEME~T 
1. In two resolutions of the European Parliament of 18 July 
; 
1980 and 4 December 1980, based on Rule 25 of the Rules of 
Procedure of the Parliament, Members of various R~liamentary 
groups pointed out the economic and social importance of coop-
erative undertakings and organizations. These resolutions 
(Doc. 1-327/80 and Doc. l-669/80)~express a number of views, 
proposals and requests which may be summarized as follows: 
- The European cooperative movement should be regarded at 
Community level as a permanent discussion partner on all 
economic and social subjects; 
- The Community institutions, particularly the Council and the 
Commission, should encourage the setting-up of a single body 
to represent the cooperative movement at Community level; 
- Efforts should be made to organize a conference to shed 
greater light on the problems and prospects of the coop-
erative sector; 
- The Community institutions should pay the closest attention 
to the cooperative movement and prepare appropriate harmon-
ization of the legislation on cooperatives and should also 
review the proposal to establish a statute for a European 
cooperative company; 
- The Community should undertake to enhance the role of coop-
eratives, giving preference to voluntary organizations of 
business operators in the pursuit of certain tasks over 
other types of organization; 
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- In drawing up the Community draft budget provision should be 
made for an adequate increase in the funds allocated to the 
support and encouragement of cooperative initiatives~ 
- Attention is drawn to the marked differences in tax regulation• 
and in the system of providing 'auditing assistance' for the 
coope~ative organizations which may make it seem necessary to 
change that system. 
2. The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has instructed 
me to draw up and submit a report on the abovementioned resolutions. 
An attempt has been made below to set out the situation, devel-
opments and prospects in as concise a form as possible using the 
information available and taking into account the results of a 
hearing of representatives of the European cooperative organiz-
ations held on 26 and 27 January 1982. 
The report is divided into the following chapter headings: 
I. Origins of cooperatives~ 
II. Existing organizational structures in the various 
cooperative fields (detailed information is contained 
in the annex); 
III. Issues relating to the formulationof~ewsby the coop-
erative movement; 
IV. Importance of the economic and social effects and 
potential of the activities of cooperatives; 
v. Prospects and conclusions. 
3. The following parliamentary committees have submitted 
supplementary opinions on the subject of cooperatives, the cont-
ents of which the rapporteur used and took into account in draw-
ing up his report: 
- Legal Affairs Committee; 
- Committee on Social Affairs and Employment; 
- Committee on Agriculture. 
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The Legal Affairs Committee dealt in its opinion chiefly 
with the problems of harmonization of the law on cooperatives 
and the establishment of a statute for a European cooperative 
company, and pointed out that the existence of the cooperative 
movement is acknowledged by representation in the Community's 
Economic and Social Committee. The Legal Affairs Committee 
takes the view that the activities of cooperatives should be 
financed or supported in accordance with precise criteria to 
be established in consultation by the Commission of the Europ-
ean Communities. 
I. ORIGIN, CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF COOPERATIVES 
4. Origin 
There are great differences of opinion as to the origin 
of cooperatives: some believe that cooperatives have always 
existed. Others say that they are a product of the industrial 
revolution in the last century. 
Judging by the characteristics of cooperatives, the former 
may perhaps be right, leaving aside the legal form of cooperatives, 
since they can also be defined in economic and sociological 
terms. 
'Modern' cooperatives, however, have their origins .in the 
results of the development of early capitalist economic systems 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Thus it was no 
accident that they began in England where industrial forms of 
production first developed. 
It started with a protest by the newly-formed working classes 
against the effects of an economic and manufacturing system in 
the stranglehold of the profit motive which were making them the 
lowest class of society. 
The first cooperative to survive and develop was the weavers' 
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consumer cooperative in Rochdale, calling themselves 'The Pion-
eers'. They recognized that they were consumers and took steps 
to help themselves. In addition, from the very beginning they 
also pursued objectives of social policy because they could not 
resign themselves to ~he exploitation of the workers. 
The principles of the Rochdale Pioneers are still valid 
today. The cooperative idea spread from the small industrial 
town of Rochdale, near Manchester, first throughout Europe and 
shortly afterwards throughout the world. 
Cooperatives were established everywhere on the basis of 
solidarity and self-help. In the same way other groups which 
felt themselves oppressed by the new developments adopted the 
cooperative idea and developed it further. 
5. Nowadays this form is of use to a great multitude of econ-
omic groups and political tendencies, mostly as economic self-
help organizations. 
The first law on cooperatives was passed in England in 
1852. The German law dates from 1890 and has only been amended 
very slightly since then. Many economic groups consider that 
they are nowadays hampered by the partially obsolete legal form 
whose opponents have often prevented its being adapted to the 
needs of the time. Many cooperatives have therefore adopted 
other legal forms whilst retaining their cooperative principles. 
For this reason it is necessary to take care when harmonizing 
national legislation and establishing European laws that the 
cooperative form of undertaking is not only retained but can 
also continue to develop further in the normal way. 
6. Concept 
Attempts to define the concept of cooperative in the econ-
omic sense are almost infinite. 'Cooperatives' mean in this 
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report the following freely-formed groups (according to 
Professor Weisser): 
- those which either take on, on behalf of households or 
on behalf of undertakings owned by the members, whilst 
maintaining the independence of the members' households 
or undertakings, domestic, economic or industrial manage-
ment functions which the members do not wish to or cannot 
carry out for themselves alone (auxiliary cooperatives)1 
- or those which serve their members as the basis of their 
economic existence by the joint purchase of the means of 
subsistence (full cooperatives). 
7. Characteristics 
Both types of cooperative have common as well as disting-
uishing characteristics: 
They have the following features in common: 
- their association is voluntary1 
- their membership is open1 
- the democratic principle of one man, one vote1 
- the solidarity of members1 
- the fact that they are associations and not joint-stock 
companies1 
- that they support their members by means of joint bus-
iness enterprises and that a characteristic of most of 
them is their small capital resources. 
The distinguishing feature is the commercial nature of full 
cooperatives and manufacturing or producer cooperatives which 
are, however, a special form of cooperative·, bearing in mind 
that in practice the most common form is the auxiliary cooperative, 
as shown by the examples of agricultural cooperatives, cooperative 
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pharmacies, cooperative wholesale societies, cooperative credit 
and savings institutions, cooperative insurers and consumer 
cooperatives. 
Cooperatives, which sprang from the economic need of their 
members, are undertakings of a special nature which help their 
members to retain their independence and autonomy and which, 
because they are unincorporated associations and have relatively 
small capital requirements, have, particularly in times of crisis, 
repeatedly proved their value. 
Thus cooperatives do not merely serve to maintain pluralism 
in the economy, to strengthen competition between undertakings 
and forms of undertaking, but to a large extent also to defend 
economic freedom and economic democracy. 
They also make a great contribution to the protection of 
the individual and to self-fulfilment, which are important cond-
itions for the personal happiness of innumerable persons in a 
weak economic position. 
II. EXISTING ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES IN THE VARIOUS 
COOPERATIVE SECTORS 
8. In all Member States cooperative undertakings have united 
in national associations, generally divided according to their 
economic fields of activity. In addition, there are, for example 
in Italy and P':rarl:s, national umbrella organiza'fions-Wiiich 'l:t1riJ ~ 
organizations from several economic fields of activity and which 
cooperate for ideological reasons. As a rule, however, assoc-
iations, organized according to fields of activity, have set up 
central intersectoral umbrella organizations in the Member States 
which have no executive powers but serve chiefly to represent 
common interests vis-a-vis the legislature on issues which require 
collective action. 
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9. Most national associations in the individual cooperati~e 
sectors belong to an international cooperative union which has 
its head offices in London. At European Community level in the 
last twenty years a series of European cooperative associations 
have been set up. At present, there are seven such associationl 
(see annex). The membership of six of these consists of national 
cooperative associations in precisely defined fields of activity 
whilst the Europea~ Committee of Manufacturing and Craft Workers• 
Cooperatives includes cooperative undertakings and their national 
associations in various fields of activity. 
Some of these European associations have member organizations 
in countries which are associated with the European Community or 
have applied for accession to the European Communities. 
10. As shown by the list below, of the fields of activity of 
six large associations existing at Community level, cooperative 
activities are concentrated in a few sectors, chiefly services 
and trade or distribution functions: 
- the purchase, storage, processing and marketing of agric-. 
ultural products; 
- the distribution and, to a small extent, the manufacture 
of all kinds of products, particularly foodstuffs: 
- the grant of loans and investment management: 
- the centralized purchase of foodstuffs: 
- the conclusion of insurance contracts in various fields: 
- the purchase and sale of health care and hygiene products. 
The European Committee of Manufacturing and Craft Workers' 
Cooperatives' member associations in the Community Member States 
cover all economic activities. The principle of organization 
is not determined by the fact that a cooperative undertaking 
belongs to a given field of activity but by the characteristic 
of being a manufacturing and craft workers' cooperative. 
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11. It may be deduced from the Statutes of European cooperative 
organizations that their chief tasks are those of coordination 
although, in practice, it has been possible for work structures 
to evolve whereby the general secretaries of the organizations 
have also acquired executive powers in relation to particular 
issues. 
There is still no regular contact between these organizations1 
on the contrary, for the most part contact is made between them 
if a common interest can be seen. However, recently an increas-
ing need has emerged for regular and closer cooperation. This 
has arisen out of a common desire, or call, for the Community 
institutions, primarily the Commission, to acknowledge them as a 
discussion partner on all economic and social subjects. The 
individual European o.rgandiza:t:ions have regular contact with the 
services of the Commission of the European Communities and·also 
have rights of representation on committees which are concerned 
with specific issues in their field of activity. However, they 
do not find it possible to act in this way as a united force in 
basic questions concerning the cooperative movement and thus to 
demonstrate the economic importance of the business activity of 
cooperatives. 
12. In recent months concentrated efforts have been noted on 
the part of European a~d national cooperative organizations to 
create a provisional liaison committee at Community level. 
Both European cooperative associations in certain sectors and 
national associations with sectoral or intersectoral structures 
would be able to belong to this liaison committee, as well as 
associations of manufacturing and craft workers' cooperatives, 
which in any case cove~ several sectors. The liaison committee 
is not intended to be an additional organizational structure in 
competition with those which already exist, but is intended to 
be a place where the European cooperative movement may obtain 
advice on general issues of common interest. 
- 15 -
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13. In addition to co~erativeundertakings which, through their 
associations in the various Member States, are members of national 
and/or European organizational structures, there are numerous 
cooperatives and smaller cooperative organizations which restrict 
their associate activities to a minimum. Thus there are fielda 
of cooperative activity which, although they have organizational 
structures nationally have not, however, found the need hitherto 
to unite in a European organization: this applies for example to 
the important sector of housing cooperatives. In addition, it 
is worth noting that the proportion of cooperative activity in 
the various sectors varies from one Member State to another and 
cooperative forms of organization do not exist at all in certain 
fields (for example social, mutual ~nd cooperative pharmacies, 
which are unknown in the Federal Republic of Germany and in Den-
mark). 
14. Owing to this great variety ~p organizational structures, 
and to the fact that, purely numerically, cooperative under-
takings are not equally important from one Member State to another, 
and that there are natural differe~ces of objective between the 
associations, which have developed on a sectoral basis, it is, 
at least at present, still difficult to speak of a European coop-
erative movement. This is one of the reasons why it would be 
desirable, or even essential, to cultivate more direct links and 
an appropriate exchange of information between the cooperative 
fields of activity or associations. Only thus will it be poss-
ible in spite of heterogeneous o+ganizational structures, grad-
ually to reach a consensus at Community level on all issues of 
common interest. It will then also be easier for the Community 
institutions, particularly the Commission of the European Comm-
unities, to recognize the cooperatives as a whole as a compulso+y 
discussion partner. 
15. A number of cooperative associations, chiefly in the Federal 
Republic of Germany and in France, and individual undertakings 
too, form the 'social economy• sector (French: economie sociale). 
The majority of such undertakings or associations at the same 
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time form part of the cooperative sector. Either cooperative 
forms of organization or the trade unions as owners are behind 
these public benefit undertakings. A common feature of coop-
eratives and undertakings_ forming.part of the social economy 
is that they cannot be classed with either the private or pub1ie 
sector of the economy but pursue special objectives and aims. 
The activities of public benefit undertakings are aimed,in out-
right_competition with private and public enterprise,·primarily 
at serving the public good. Since in practice the social econ- . 
omy sector's conception of itself is very .often· identical with 
the aims of the activities of cooperative forms of organization, 
both organizational structures are interlinked and cannot be 
considered separately~ 
16. The Commission of the European Communities has already 
acknowledged that cooperative undertakings, which almost without 
exception fall within the category of small and medium-sized 
undertakings, could play a special part in economic policy. 
Directorate-General V has for this reason been dealing for some 
time with the problems of manufacturing and craft workers' 
cooperatives. In addition, information as to provisions of the 
law on cooperatives, the taxation of cooperatives and any sub-
sidies given to coopera~ives was requested i~ questionnaires~ 
the analysis of the replies may provide a valuable supplement 
to the available information on the cooperative movement. 
In addition, it is, however, essential to find out the organ-
izational structure of cooperatives in the various Member States 
of the Community~ even their European associations can only 
supply insufficient details as to this. For this reason it 
would be a great asset if the Commission of the European Comm-
unities could carry out or have carried out an investigation on 
this subject. The Parliament should urge the Commission of the 
European Communities to do so. 
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III. ISSUES RELATING TO THE FORMULATION OF VIEWS BY THE 
COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT 
17. The development of the cooperative movement is a statement 
of the desire of citizens with full legal capacity to act to 
assume collective and joint responsibility in the economy _and 
working life. Although cooperative undertakings above all 
serve the interests of their members they are nevertheless also 
a factor which should not be underestimated in the whole national 
economy in which they perform a useful function and thus serve 
the public good. To this extent cooperative and public benefit 
undertakings might be regarded as alternative forms of economy 
between private and public enterprise. This characteristic 
should attract the attention and interest of the relevant polit-
icians both in the individual Member States and at Community 
level. 
According to principles on which their method of operating is 
based these undertakings were and are a good example of democratic 
activity because they practise direct participation of individ-· 
uals and/or their employees formally assist in the economic and 
social decision-making of the undertakings. The democratic elem~ 
ent in the economic and business activities is supplemented by 
the principle of self-help and own responsibility. 
18. The majority of cooperatives fall within the category of 
small and medium-sized undertakings. They can counteract a 
harmful concentration of undertakings and contribute to the 
maintenance, to some extent, of the transparency of the working 
world, a fact which is of great importance for human beings in 
a highly technological economy and society. Medium-sized and 
small undertakings in the legal form of cooperatives are however 
particularly appropriate to the economic structure of_ countries 
or regions which require aid from third parties and self-help 
for the development of their infrastructure and production struc- . 
ture. In these cases readiness to take risks, the spreading of 
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risk and collective liability may especially prove their 
worth. 
19. As in the case of medium-sized and small undertakings, the 
fact that they offer relatively secure employment applies aliO 
to most cooperatives, although there are cooperative sectors 
(for example, cooperative savings and credit institutions, coop-
erative insurance companies, and consumer cooperatives and coop• 
erative wholesale societies) which only have a steady supply of 
employment when there is a constant increase in the volume of 
business. New employment will chiefly arise in the category 
of manufacturing of craft workers' cooperatives because the best 
opportunities for cooperative action in all groups of the popul-
ation and professional groups are found there. The same applies 
to a whole series of social services (for example, medical wel-
fare services, services for children and the elderly, tourism, 
educational institutions and so forth) which because of their 
yield are not attractive enough to purely private forms of 
organization. It would be desirable for the Commission of the 
European Communities to include these aspects concerning ~mp­
loyme~t policy in their work relating to studies on cooperatives. 
20. The economic and social effects of cooperative activities 
in the various sectors are obvious. In some sectors the prop-
ortion of cooperatives is very noticeable (for example, agric-
ulture, savings and credit institutions and consumer cooperatives). 
Farmers, for example, who are a fairly homogeneous group with 
almost identical interests, very soon recognized the advantages 
of cooperative organization. The same applies to the sector of 
cooperative savings and credit institutions which are used pr~ily 
by what are known as 'little people'. The population groups 
behind them are however a less homogeneous group and consumers 
are, after all, a completely heterogeneous group when considered 
outside their role as consumers. 
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In some sectors the proportion of cooperatives is less 
important but they nevertheless form a stable factor with good 
development potential. The manufacturing and craft workers' 
cooperatives which are already well represented and on the inc-
rease in some Member States, for example in Italy, France and 
the United Kingdom, have not become so firmly established in 
other Member States. It would be going too far to explain the 
reasons for this; it could also be the subject-matter of an 
enquiry by the Commission of the European Communities, as sugg-
ested in point 16. 
Thus there are some sectors in which there are hardly any 
cooperative forms of organization 4lthough they are not any the 
less suitable for them than for otper fields which have already 
been mentioned. This applies, for ~xample, to numerous forms 
of services and to the profession$, 4nd also to a number of 
smaller production sectors in whicb manufacturing and craft 
workers' cooperatives could fulfil ~ useful· function. 
21. The cooperative associations, ~ven those at Community level, 
are not an economic group unitedly pursuing identical social and 
political interests. On the contrary, alongside the same prin-
ciples very varying areas of interest are found in the application 
of the cooperative form of organization in terms of the objectives 
pursued by individual cooperative groups. It must however be 
emphasized that under the statutes of the European associations 
they are restricted almost exclusively to the task of coordinating 
the opinions of the national organizations belonging to them and 
of representing the interests of the group in relation to the 
European institutions. The lack of ideological consensus, which 
is quite natural in pluralist social systems, would not however 
prevent cooperative organizations from speaking wherever possible 
with one voice at Community level in fundamen~al matters relating 
to cooperative activities. 
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22. In talks with representatives of the cooperative assoc-
iations and during the hearing on 26/27 January 1982 the quest-
ion arose whether it was not appropriate to establish in this 
report a clear and unambiguous definition of the nature, role 
and function of cooperatives. This attempt would probably not 
succeed and it is probably also not the aim of such a report 
to reconcile at all costs the varying social areas of interest 
and preoccupations of the individual cooperative groups. 
On the contrary, it is much more important to make clear the 
varying spheres of interest and still to see what important 
common interests link all cooperative movements to each other. 
23. In the hearing on 26/27 January 1982 mentioned above the 
representatives of the different cooperative fields of activity 
had an opportunity to state their views on the role and the 
views of cooperative undertakings in their own sector. The 
following views proved to be correct: 
- all cooperative undertakings regard themselves as econ-
omic associations which base their activities on the 
same principles (equal rights, democratic management and 
control, and solidarity): 
- there are natural differences of interest o~ a social 
nature from sector to sector which reflect the plural-
ist structure of the economic and social orders in the 
Member States of the European Community; 
- cooperative undertakings in competition with private 
and public or State enterpri~e are an alternative form 
of organization whose characteristics distinguish it 
from the others; 
cooperative undertakings see their primary task as that 
of acting on behalf of the economic welfare of their 
members, but on the other hand also as that of serving 
the public interest; 
- 21 -
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- cooperatives are a stabilizing factor in the national 
economy, in terms of employment too, because they fall 
almost without eMd~ption wjthin the aateqory of emAll and 
medium-sized undertakings: 
- cooperatives are, because of their nature, particularly 
suitable to operate in social sectors of very different 
kinds which do not offer private enterprise ventures 
enough prospects for making profit or in those in which 
the essential is to provide services without seeking max-
imum returns: 
- it is the desire and aim of all to extend further the 
cooperative sphere of activity (for example in the 
sector of regional and development policy) because 
cooperative undertakings are an ideal form of organization 
under certain circumstances: 
- all consider it necessary to unite more closely the 
cooperative forces at Community level so as to be able 
to speak with one voice in matters of fundamental common 
interest vis-a-vis the Community institutions. 
24. In two countries particularly, the Federal Republic of 
Germany and France, the public benefit undertakings sector 
(French: economie sociale) has grown during the last decade. 
Since undertakings which are organized on a cooperative basis 
are also classed in this sector, the report must deal with this 
special feature. Cooperatives and public benefit undertakings 
have in common that although they are competition and profit 
oriented they do not pursue any private capitalist objectives 
but seek economic and social profit for their members and for 
the general public: nevertheless, the main accent in the case 
of cooperatives is on its members and in the case of public 
benefit undertakings on the general pUblic. Both forms may how-
ever supplement one another in the field of 'alternative• forms 
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of economic organization and they can bring together forces 
which provide useful services for the benefit of the whole 
national economy in the area between private enterprise and 
the public sector. A subject for discussion by cooperatives 
and social economy undertakings could be whether is seems 
appropriate, at European Community level, to find a common 
definition for the concept of 'public utility'. 
IV. IMPORTANCE OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS AND POTENTIAL 
OF THE ACTIVITIES OF COOPERATIVES 
25. The European cooperative movement appears today as an imp-
ortant phenomenon of the social situation. Within the individ-
ual sectors, which have developed in varying degrees in the 
various countries on the basis of different political and social 
conditions, a multitude of legal and organizational structures. 
have sprung up, in each case adapted to the requirements of a 
- -
specific sector. Purely numerical results of cooperative activ-
ities show that this form of organization, the basis of which 
- . --is the sound idea of self-help, has not lost any of its topic-
ality. On the contrary, the cooperative idea is undergoing a 
revival and offers itself as an appropriate economic form wherever 
free enterprise in the strictest sense does not hold a promlse 
of success but, on the other hand, self-help and solidarity are 
required. 
26. In one sector, agriculture, cooperatives have become a 
specifically entrepreneurial form of organization in the sphere 
of activities transferred from agricultural undertakings (the 
purchase of means of production, the recording, treatment, pro-
cessing and marketing of agricultural products and services to 
farmers of very different kinds). These cooperatives may be 
considered as the extension of agricultural undertakings and, 
as such, form the connecting link between producers and markets. 
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27. In other sectors, too, cooperative institutions and 
undertakings have an important share. For example, it is 
almost impossible to imagine small and medium-sized trade 
and industry without cooperative credit institutions (approx-
imately two-thirds of business undertakings in the Community 
Member States are medium-sized and small undertakings). 
In some Member States consumer cooperatives with their widely 
' dispersed retail outlets occupy an important position in the 
retail sector; at the same time they attempt to provide con-
sumer information and explanations. In the insurance sector 
several cooperative institutions have developed over the 
years which have gained considerable shares of the market and 
have extended their insurance business to almost all important 
sectors. 
28. As mentioned above, the cooperative form of organization 
is weaker in some sectors and does not exist in all Member 
States (for example, social, mutual and cooperative pharma-
cies). Cooperative housebuilding associations, which are gen-
erally public utilities, are, on the other hand, an important 
factor because of their number and size; although they have 
formed associations nationally, they have not done so at Euro-
pean level. This is probably connected with the fact that in 
the housing sector national policy predominates, so that there 
is very little incentive to look beyond national frontiers. 
29. In almost all sectors there are already international 
economic activities between cooperative undertakings, and the 
need for this is continually increasing. Detailed information 
on this is not yet available, but it is well known that nat-
ional legislation has imposed certain restrictions on the exp-
ansion of these international activities; however, in the 
European Community at least these restrictions could be rem-
oved by harmonization measures. For the future of cooperatives 
and their importance in the national economy, it may well be 
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helpful to make their sphere of activity more international. 
30. In connection with the possibility of creating new emp-
loyment, special importance should be attached to the manuf-
acturing and craft workers' cooperatives. The cooperatives, 
which occur in the building sector, the transport sector, in 
the sector of services of very different kinds and in all 
trades and crafts and also in the industrial sphere, may exert 
an extremely stabilizing influence on employment: this applies· 
chiefly if new cooperatives are founded or if existing under-
takings which find themselves in economic difficulties manage 
to continue under the form of a cooperative. In addition, in 
the services sector, chiefly where there are social needs to 
be met, there are still lacunae to which a cooperative form of 
organization is suited. 
31. It has already been mentioned above that in the case of 
cooperatives in general there is a considerable fund of exp-
erience in matters relating to cooperative activities which 
is by no means being adequately used in proportion to its 
importance. It seems that there are cases in some Member States 
of the use of this wealth of experience in c¢nnection with 
regional policy. At Community level, however, there are no 
known cases in which the General Secretariats of the European 
cooperative organizations with offices in Brussels have been 
called upon in connection with the implementation of Community 
regional policy or development policy, for example when the 
Lome Convention was concluded. On the other hand, most people 
believe that the cooperative form of organization can, part-
icularly in developing countries, make an outstanding contrib-
ution to the creation of additional employment and to the 
improved familiarity of people with the problems of management 
based on the division of labour. In addition, an important 
factor is that in cooperative trade and industry it is easier 
to organize an optimum use of capital and labour and the mem-
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bers of cooperatives participate directly in the business 
activities, which certainly increases work discipline and cont-
ributes to higher productivity. 
32. Since the cooperative form of undertaking is not restrie• 
ted to certain activities, the cooperative idea still holds 
many opportunities for the expansion of cooperative activities. 
In regional policy and development policy new possibilities 
could be opened in joint consultations to improve the economic 
and social effectiveness of these policies. In the same way, 
cooperative organizations in the ihdividual sectors could make 
it their task to develop new activities to supplement the trad-
itional ones. 
~ 
V. PROSPECTS AND'CONCLUSIONS 
33. In view of the economic and soeial importance of the act-. 
ivities of cooperative undertakings, there should be no delay 
in recognizing the cooperative movement in the European Comm-
unity, represented by its European associations with head off-
ices ~n Brussels, as discussion partners with the Community 
institutions. Only in this way·wotild a contribution be--made 
;. 
to future developments in the interests of both sides. 
34. The ·commission of the European Communities should use the 
store of experience of the cooperatives and thej.r associations 
in the implementa~ion of the community regional and develop~erit 
policy by including representatives of the cooperatives in the. 
work connected with those policies and in the preparation of 
individual projects. It is certaih th.4t such cooperation·· is of 
interest to the cooperatives and their associations in their 
turn. 
35. Cooperatives, the majority of which are medium-s~zed or 
small undertakings, can create new employment everrwhere and 
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in all economic sectors or preserve employment, if more fav-
ourable conditions are created for their participation in 
'· employment policy. For this purpose programmes could be dr.awn 
up, for example in regions affected by crises, the aim of 
which would be to encourage the setting-up of cooperatives for 
specific products and services. 
36. Special attention should be paid to manufacturing and 
craft workers' cooperatives, whose structure covers almost all 
sectors of production and services and includes many trades 
and crafts. Although they are not equally strongly represented 
in all Member States they already form at present a very useful 
economic and social function and are in the process of consider-
ably extending their field of activity. The chief factor apply-
ing to such cooperatives is that they can make a contribution 
to employment policy if the right conditions are offered. This 
includes, for example, the possibility of converting other legal 
forms of undertaking into cooperatives without complicated legal 
formalities. The question should be examined whether special 
facilities could be created for the setting-up of manufacturing 
and craft workers' cooperatives. 
37. There are in some cases great differences between the Mem-
ber States as regards the law on cooperatives. For this reason 
it is essential that the question of the harmonization of this 
law be investigated from the point of view of whether harmoniz-
ation of the law seems appropriate in certain places, so as to 
serve the objectives sought. 
In order to facilitate cooperation between cooperatives, part-
icularly at international level, the idea of a statute for a 
European cooperative company should be re-examined. 
Footnote to points 35 and 36: 
It should be possible for smaller undertakings threatened with 
closure to create, through the setting-up of cooperatives given 
preferential treatment' something akin to a standby m case-·-of - -· 
need. 
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The Commission of the European Communities is reco~~qed 
ln !Mv1t~ th~ r-.~r•-~ntAttv~~ of ~oov~tativ~M tg n g~nRultation 
on the issues of harmonization of the law on cooperatives and 
the drawing-up of a statute for a European cooperative company. 
38. The representatives of the cooperative associations cons-
~der it essential to set up a liaison office dealing with coop-
•rative issues and serving as a starting-point from outside. 
A permanent exchange of views could take place through this ·est-
~blishment with· the objective, inter alia, of promoting the idea 
of the cooperative form of organi,ation. In addition, specific 
measures could be arranged throQg~ this liaison office, for 
example material and technical &~pport for the ~ducational and 
training functions of cooperativ. associations. The training 
of a sufficient number of manaq•JI is of particular importance. 
Engaging the Berliner Gemeinschaft,instituts fur Berufsbildung 
(Berlin Community Institute for Jf.efessional Training), which 
is at present dealing with the p~•paration of seminars fo~ small 
and medium-sized undertakings., shQuld be considered. 
39. As regards.the setting-up ef a European cooperative devel~ 
opment fund, there is no unani~ous opinion within the European 
cooperative associations. The g;eat majority, however, take 
the view that the establishment of such a development fund is 
an important task. In discussions it is pointed out that post~ 
industrial society raises a series of problems which make it 
advisable to reconsider the tr~ditional concept of work fnd the 
relationship between capital and labour. If it is correct that 
the cooperative sector is of considerable importance in these 
considerations, and this report intends to support this argument, 
then a European Cooperative Development Fund could be an extremely 
valuable institution. Its task could consist of giving financial 
and technical support to the work of cooperative associations, 
improving the conditions of the cooperative form of organization 
throughout all sectors and helping cooperative-oriented training. 
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In the setting-up of the fund, financial participation 
on the part of the Community is envisaged: its institutions 
should clearly state that they are in favour of the promotion 
of the cooperative idea. Finally, it should be borne in mind 
that the cooperative model of .. undertaking has certain charac-
teristics (for example, variable capital and democratic cont-
rol) which are not, or only insufficiently, taken into consid-
eration in most Community countries by the administrative, 
tax and legal systems so that the customary mechanisms of help 
for private undertakings of a classic nature are difficult to 
apply to cooperatives. In addition, it will now be the task 
of the cooperative associations to draw up and submit a spec-
ific proposal for a development fund. 
40. In order to create a broad starting base for future act-
ivities for all cooperatives and their associations in the 
Community, a cooperative conference should be held as soon as 
possible with the support and participation of the Community 
institutions. The results of such a conference might be all 
the better the more the issues discussed were based on questions 
of common interest. The Commission of the European Communities 
could in~lude in this conference the results which are already 
available of work in the field of manufacturing and craft workers' 
cooperatives. 
41. It is believed to be essential to find out more about the 
activities of cooperatives in the individual Member States as 
one of the conditions for specific individual measures which 
might be necessary for encouragement of the cooperative idea 
in addition to the requirements listed. For this purpose the 
Commission of the European Communities should be requested to 
extend the studies already in progress on manufacturing and 
craft workers• cooperatives to all cooperative sectors. The 
following questions should be examined: 
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- organizational structures (sectoral and intersecto~t~ 
associations, .national umbrella or·,anizations, inter-
national membership, statutes, membership of or affi~­
iation to political and social groups); 
- general working conditi:{:ms for cooperatives (the law 
on cooperatives and so forth)~ 
- the treatment of cooperatives under tax law; 
special provisions on or privileges for cooperative 
activities. 
42. Cooperatives and their as~qp~4tions themselves, whether 
in the individual Member States P.f 4t Community level, are 
called upon to increase their effqf~S to·create a strong coop-
erative movement in Europe. At ~f~sent the priority is to 
create, by setting up a Europeaq ~dvisory body, a common 
mouthpiece in which all may par~~c~pate so as to be a full 
discussion partner, particular~¥ ~n relation to the Commission 
of the European Communities. 
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LIST OF EUROPEAN OBGANIZATIONS QF COOfERATIVES 
A. General Carmittee of .Agricultural Cooperation in the EOC 
Allgeneiner Ausschuss des L!ndlichen Genossenschaftswesens in der JH; 
cani~ General de la ~ation Agricole de la CEE 
Founded: 
Address: 
Deputy Secretary General: 
1959 
Rue de la Science 23/25, 1040 Brussell 
Dr Herbert Kellner 
Agricultural cooperatives were first founded in the mid 19th century, in 
order to strengthen the market position of fanners, both in selling their 
produce and buying capital goods and equipnent. '!hey are ItUtual assistance 
institutions, q;>erating as catbinations of individuals in the interests of 
efficiency, and based on the principles of decentralized acbinistration and 
individual responsibility, and the solidarity of their 111!!1lbers. Agricultural 
cooperatives can be regarded as an extension of the farms forming their 
membership. In a m:>dern econany, by taking over certain ecooani.c activities 
or functions fran agricultural undertakings they maintain and increase the 
efficiency and .independence of their Il'eltler undertakings. 
COGEX:;A was founded in 1959 and has mertt>er associations in all the Member 
States of the Eurcpean Ccmrunity, with over 10 million rnl!!lttlers. '1be 40,000 
or so cooperative undertakings with a workforce of about 550,000 have an 
annual turnover of about 60 thousand million EUA (Ex:tJ). 
Activities: the acquisition of the means of productioo, the collection, 
processing and marketing of agricultural produce, the provision of various 
services to fanrers and the rural pcpulation. 
It can be assumed that, on average throughout the Member States of the 
Carmunity, over 50% of agricultural purchasing and sales are conducted 
via c~ratives. '!hey are thus inportant to rural areas and the rural 
pqrulation, as they are active in the infrastructural, regional, social 
and errployment fields. 
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B. EUROCOOP 
European COmtunity of Consumer Cooperatives 
Europ!ische Gemeinschaft der Verbrauchergenossenschaften 
Ccmnunaute Eur~ des ~atives de Conscmnation 
Founded: 
Address: 
Secretary-General: 
1957 
Rue Arc~ 17a, 1040 Brussels 
Dr Albrecht SchOne 
EUROCOOP unites sane 17 million ~rs in the Eurq>ean CCJmamity (apart 
fran Ireland, where there are no consumer coq:leratives) and as such is a 
powerful organization representing consumer interests. A large. proportion 
of German Coop retail shq>s and production concerns is owned via the German 
Coop-Zentrale by the Beteiligungsgesellschaft fflr Gemeinwirtschaft ICJ, 
Frankfurt. 
The rise of consumer CCXJperatives performing both productive and distributive 
functions has created a versatile ec6nanic sector that is free both of state 
control and also of the excesses of capitalism. '!be year in which EUROCOOP 
was founded indicates that fran an early date the consuner <:Oq?eratives haVe 
sought to \'JOrk actively to protect and represent the interests of Eurq,ean 
consumers. EUROCOOP has therefore worked resolutely for progressive Eu.rqJean 
consumer programnes. 
One of the major tasks of the consumer cooperatives is to inform and educate 
the consumer. In carpetition with other fonns of Wldertaking they play ail 
irrportant role in rationalizing ccmnerce, especially through their distrib-
ution structure, ranging fran traditional counter service shq>s, discount 
establishrrents and supennarkets, to self-service department stores. In 
many countries the nost up-to-date retail establisbnents ~those run by 
the consumer coq;>eratives. 
The cooperative is to be regarded as a dem:x:ratic alternative lll:)del to 
capitalist fonns of business and to public bodies and shcW.d ~~ore be 
recognized as an independent sector of the ecooc:my. 
The figures for EUROCOOP in 1980 -were as follows: 
Number of cooperatives: 
Number of rnentlers: 
Number of enployees: 
Number of outlets: 
TUrnover: 
3,972 
17 millioo 
260,000 
27,000 
20,000 m :mA 
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c. Association of Eur¥an ~ative Insurers 
Association des .Assureurs ~atits Eur¥ens 
Europ!ischer Genossenschaftlieher Versiche~ 
Founded: 
Address: 
Secretary-General: 
1978 
Rue Royale 151, 1030 Brussels 
Jeannine Dewyst 
'Ihe Eurq>ean organization for cocperative insurance oatpanies, founded as 
recently as 1978, has IDE!!tbers in all Meltber States of the Ccmro.lnity and in 
5\eden, Norway, Finland, Australia and SWitzerland. It was founded in 
response to the expansion and concentratioo of insurance ccmpanies in 
EurqJe; as a rnent>er of the International Federation of Insurance Coq;lerat-
ives, which enbraces 24 cocperative insurance groups in Eurqle, it has 
adq;>ted the aims of intensifying cocperation bet\Een its narbers, .and ~ing 
with the problems posed by the further developtent of the Qlropean camunity. 
One of the major features of cocperative insurance is - irrespective of the 
coopany • s legal form - that the coopany' s dealings are cootrolled by those 
persons \tA'lo use the cxnpany's services. In addition, insurance is provided 
at low cost and with good service back"'"\Jl)i the profits are used to further 
social aims. 
With due regard to the principles of liquidity and risk spreading, the 
funds are invested in social priority areas (e.g. housing). 
In recent decades many coc:perative insurance coopanies have develqled into 
sizeable businesses with substantial shares of the market. OVer this 
period they have also diversified into nearly every branch of the insurance 
business. 
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D. Eurq>ean Union of Social, Mutual and Co-operative Pharmacies 
Verband der Eurq;Xli.scher Sozialen und Genossenschaftlichen Apotheken 
Union Europ&:ne des Pharmacies Sociales, Mutualistes et ~atives 
Founded: 1961 
Address: 
Secretary-General: 
Chaussee de t-tx1s 602, 1070 Brussels 
Marcel Becquevort 
'!he Eurq>ean organization d:>es not have. merriler associatioos in all the Ment>er 
States, as this type of cooperative is not to be found everywhere in the 
Carrnunity. It does exist in. Belgium, France, the United ltln<Jdan, Italy 
and the Netherlands. In the other countries efforts are being made to 
establish a basis for the introduction and spread of social and collectively-
run pharmacies in the face of corporalist q:JpOSition, in the following fields: 
(a) as regards p~ies: dispensing, sales, productia11 
(b) as regards appli¥\Ces: q>tical aids, hearing aids, trusses. 
One of the d:>jects of the Eurq>ean organization i-s the forging of relatioos 
with coq;>erative associations, nutual associations and other associations 
concerned with sickness and invalidity insurance and public health in the 
countries of the Eurq>ean catmunity in order to maintain their support 
fdr the inplenentatial of its d:>jects. 
Shortly after the foundation of the European Camumity it appeared that a 
nurrber of owners of private pharmacies~ interested in haxmcnizing the 
provisions governing the exercise of the professial of pharmacist, which 
\\10\lld have led to the disappearance of the social and cooperative pharmacies. 
This was one of the main reasons for the foundation of the Eurcpean Union 
of Social, Mutual and Coc.perative Pharmacies. 
Since its foundation the Union has found it necessary on repeated occasions 
to intervene with the institutions of the camu.mities in order to defend 
the interests of its me.rrbers. In connection with the attetpts to regulate 
the exercise of the profession of pharmacist ~questions were at issue; 
1. an allocation of phannacy locations~ 
2. the right to run a phannacy. 
Pn existing draft directive provided that the right to run a pharmacy should 
be given only to natural persons. The cocp!I'ative pharmacies, being legal 
persons, could not accept this. 
The proposals for a directive was then withdrawn. 
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E. Association of Co=cperative savings and Credit Institutials of the EB: 
Vereinigung der Spar-und I<reditgenossenschaften der EH3 
Groopement des ~atives d'!!fp et de Credit de la c;EE 
Founded: 
Address: 
Secretary-General: 
1971 
rue de la Science 23/25, 1040 Brussels 
Dr Johannes Teichert 
'!he European organization of cooperative savings and credit institutioos haS 
ment>er associations in all M:!ti>er States of the camamity.. As a result of 
its international activities it has established branch offices in three 
countries outside the Ccmnunity - Finland,. Spain and Austria. 
Ole of its major tasks is to establish contact with the Ccmrunity authorities 
and other Eurcpean associations and bodies in the financial and nonetary 
sector. 
Local links are an essential feature of cooperative savings and credit 
institutions, keeping them in close tcu:h with savers and borrowers. 'llley 
lend mainly to small and medium-sized undertakings, and cooduct a great deal 
of consumer credit business. A large prqx>rtioo of savi.nqs invested goes 
into housing. 
'!he cooperative savings and credit institutiOns therefore not only further 
the econanic interests of their meniJer undertakings, but also help prarote 
general econanic develcpnent in all sectors (craft trades, agriculture, 
ccmnerce, small industries etc. ) • '!heir local links offer wide S<::qle for 
using these relatively sinple financial facilities for regional policy 
purposes, for exanple. However their main object is to provide the financial 
basis for the econanic activities of their meailers. To that extent they 
may be regarded as an extension of their J'IIE!I1bers' private businesses. 
'lbe following information is available for 1979: 
Nunber of menbers: 
atployees: 
Branches: 
Deposits: 
!Dans: 
Consolidated balance sheet 
anount 
30.7 million 
295,000 
58,000 
$ 305,000 million 
$ 242,000 million 
$ 459, Q)O million 
( = 318,000 m EUA) 
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F. Association of Retailer Owned Wholesalers in Foodstuffs 
Union der ~senschaftlichen Einkauf;sorqanisationen ffk Lebensmittel 
Union des Groupements d 1 Achat de 1 'Alimentation (mAL) 
Founded: 
Address: 
Secretary-General: 
1963 
Avenue L. Griballlalt 3, 1150 Brussels 
D. Labatut 
• tXiAL is the ~ Unbrella associatioo for the ~sale purchasing 
. organizations for. independent grcx;ers. Its d>ject is to represent the 
· professional interests of ita rnenbers within all internatialal organizations 
and specificialJ.,y the Eurq:lean Ccmrunity, and to advise them oo all coq.r-
. ative, legal and ecooanic matters. 
mAL has menber associations in all the Camunity cnmtries apart fran 
Ireland and Greece (plus two associated rneniJers in the Federal Republic of 
Gennany and France), and in Spain and Portugal. 
OOAL 1 s primary aim is to ensure that the wholesale organizations are always 
in line with Caiinunity policies, and in additioo to praoote the exchange of 
infonnation on technology and trade matters. ~s are kept up to date CXl 
consumer protection and foodstuffs legislatioo, so that they may provide 
retailers with effective help to inprove their econanic and social positim. 
'lhese services include business advice, carparative studies and the fOJ:Dtoo 
ulation of marketing schares. 
By praroting and supporting large numbers of small and medi'l.lll-sized 
businesses the purchasing cooperatives help to maintain a II'Ul.tiplicity of 
outlets. They also help in the establishment of new independent businesses. 
This enables consumers in renoter areas to have retail outlets close to hand. 
Joint purchasing enables cooperatives in this sector to iJrprove the c::atp-
etitive position of independent retail traders. 
'lbe rrertlership of mAL (over 61,000 independent grocers) had at~ 
of IIDre than 7, 000 m EUA in 1980. 
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G. CEO>P 
Eurc:p!an Ccmnittee of ~kers' Cooperative Productive and Artisanal Societies 
_Eurq>Clischer Ausschuss der Arbeiter - ~d Handwerker-Produktionsgenossenschaften 
Cani~ ~¥en des ~atives de production et Artisanales 
Founded: 
Address: 
Secretary-General: 
1981 
rue ~ 17A, 1040 Brussels 
Mr catalano 
'!he European Ccmnittee of Workers' Coq)erative Productive and Artisanal 
Societies was founded in 1981 ~ so far national associations in Denmark~ 
France, the United Kingdan, Italy and the Netherlands have joined. 
Unlike the other European coqJerative organizations, ~h specialize in 
individual sectors, the national associations and the European Ccmnittee of 
Workers' ~ative Productive and Artisanal Societies errbrace establish-
ments and undertakings fran all sectors (craft trades and small-scale 
industry, trade and various services, as well as the professions) • 
'!he European Ccmni ttee also has national Ult'brella associatials as I'IIE!Ilbers 
which in turn include ~ative organizations fran various sectors of the 
econany. 
Althoucjh c~ratives of this nature are unfamiliar or carpletely unknown 
in sate Ccmnunity countries, or at least not organized in associations, their 
numbers and the size of their workforce are continually increasing. In 
1981 they enployed nore than 600, 000 persons. '!his deaal&trates the 
potential role, especially during ec:onanic crises, for this type of 
~ative in enployment policy. 
~kers' ~atives see themselves as an alternative form of undertaking 
with a place in the market econany, but, with their principles of equal 
participation by all and the solidarity of their I'IIE!Ilbers, having a definitely 
social bias, while eschewing speculative aims. 'lhis allows them to achieve 
better industrial discipline, to instil a sense of econanic responsibility 
and nore easily to SUil'll)Ullt unavoidable conflicts. 'lhis socio-econanic role 
so characteristic of this type of ~ative, epitanizes their alternative 
nature. '!he production structure they have introduced to the free market 
has enhanced its quality, canbining the characteristics of private enterprise 
and the public sector. 
By the end of 1980 the merrber associations of CPXX>P errbraced about 80, 000 
cooperatives with a turnover of approximately $8,000 million. loDre than 
half the present, over 600, ooo, enployees are members of these ~atives. 
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. .-.a .... ex l 01..!'..!----· 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
(Doc. 1-327/80> 
tabled by Mr BONACCINI, Mr ADAM, Mr BALFE, Mr DIDO, Mrs FUILLET, Mr GATTO, 
Mr GAUTIER, Mr GLINNE, Mr HANSCH, Mrs HERKLOTZ, Mrs HOFF, Mr lPPOLITO, Mr LINDE, 
Mr LINKOHR, Mr JOSSELIN, Mr LEZZI, Mr OEHLER, Mr SEELER, Mr SUTRA, Mrs VAYSSADE, 
Mrs VlEHOFF, Mr VITALE, Mrs WIECZOREK-ZEUL and.Mr KEY 
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the European cooperative movement 
considering its fundamental task to be to extend to the utmost demotratic 
participation by the citizen in political and economic decisions, 
aware of the need to strengthen the links between Community instituti~ns 
and the many forms of organization found in present-day society, 
wishing to give the widest application to the objectives of the fifth 
directive now under consideration by Parliament, 
believing the European cooperative movement (distribution, services, .agri• 
culture, production, labour etc.> to be the expression of a mature and 
responsible political, economic, social and cultural presence in modern 
industrial society, 
supporting the requests and proposals made by the national cooperative 
organizations of the Member States at their recent meeting in Brussels aime~ 
at carving out a larger role for the cooperative movement in the growth of 
the Community economy, 
convinced of the importance of the worker manageaent experience in all 
areas of the cooperative movement, 
Requests the Commission and Council, as far as it lies within their respective 
powers and terms of reference: 
1. To consider the European cooperative movement as a permanent discussion 
partner on economic and social subjects; 
2. To encourage the setting up at Community level of a single body to r,epresen1 
the cooperative movement and to act as a link between the movement and the 
Community; 
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3. To draw up a report on the general role of the cooperative movement in 
contemporary European society; 
4. Subsequently to organize a conference on this subject ~n order to shed 
greater light on the problems and prospects of this important sector. 
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
<document 1-669/80> 
tabled by Mr FILIPPI, Mr BARBAGLI, Mr MACARIO, Mr LIGIOS, Mr ZECCHINO, 
Mrs CASSANMAGNAGO CERRETTI, Mr MICHEL and Mr BERSANI 
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the harmonization of the instruments and rules relating ~o cooperatives in 
the EEC countries 
noting that in recent years the problem of unemployment among salaried 
workers, the crisis in a number of sectors of activity and the positive view 
taken by young people towards self-employment have hightlighted the lasting 
economic and social value of cooperative undertak~ngs and their potential 
for development in other than traditional fields, 
whereas the management and organizational difficulties faced by large. under-
takings, the economy and efficiency of small and medium-sized productive 
units and the workers' demand for participation in decision-making and the 
proceeds of their own work are all fact0rs which tend to enhance the useful• 
ness of cooperatives as an essential component of employment policy, 
bearing in mind that cooperatives are now operating on an experimental basis 
in many countries and in new areas of the tertiary sector, ranging from 
research, planning and consultancy to social services such as home help for 
the aged and the sick, domestic work, and so forth, 
noting that, in the EEC Member States alone, cooperatives play a role of 
indubitable importance, as shown by the scale of activity involved and the 
social and political impact of the cooperative organizations, 
1. Considers it essential that the appropriate Community bodies should follow· 
the development of cooperative activities and organizations with the closest 
attention; 
2. Hopes that genuine steps will be taken to harmonize the legislation on 
cooperative .in·i areai··lfhene t)t: concerns the basic rules governing their 
operation; 
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3. Considers that it would be useful to review the proposal to establish t 
statute for a European cooperative company, following the same line taken 
by major sectoral Community organizations; 
4. Hopes that in anticipation of the possible outcome of this harmonization 
the appropriate Community bodies will indicate the requirements which must 
be satisfied by cooperative organizations in order to be eligible for t~e 
aid earmarked by the EEC; 
5. Hopes that the European Economic Community will undertake to enhance the role 
of cooperatives, giving preference to voluntary organizations of business 
operators over other types of organization, in pursuit of all the tasks 
connected with the support or aid measures it intends to implement in 
certain sectors and geographic areas; 
6. Draws the attention of the appropriate EEC bodies to the marked differences 
in tax regulations and in the system of providing 'auditing assistance' for · 
the cooperative organizations so that the soundness of the methods adopted 
can be checked and recommendations made to change the system wherever 
appropriate; 
7. Considers it essential forthe responsible EEC bodies to issue specific 
recommendations and directives to prevent the improper or merely speculative 
use of the legal provisions governing cooperative organizations; 
8. Requests the responsible Community bodies to look closely at the question 
of allocating more than one vote per member in the basic organization <as 
provided for in Germany> and of allowing cooperatives the option of 
changing their status to that of an ordinary company, in order to establish 
whether, in the context of harmonization, this should be made a general 
rule or whether this option should be abolished where it exists; 
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9. Emphasizes the need for an adequ1te increase in the funds •Llocated to 
the ·support and encouragement of cooperative undertakings in the ntMt 
draft budget of the CoMmunity; 
10. Instructs its President to forw•rq this resolution to the Council and 
the Commission. 
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Draftsman : Mr T.J. MAHER 
On 23 June 1981 the Committee on Agriculture a~pointed Mr Maher 4raftsman.of 
the opinion for the committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. 
It considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 7 and 8 January 1982 and 
\ 17 and 18 May 1982 and at the latter meeting adopted. it unanimously. 
The· following took part in the vote: Mr Curry, chairmanJ Mr Frt1h and 
Mr Colleselli, vice-chairmen: Mr Maher, draftsman~ Mr Clinton, Mr Eyraud, 
Mr Gautier, Mr Goerens (dcputi~ing for Mr Delatte), Mr Helms, Mr Provan, 
Mr Stella (deputizing for Mr Diana), Mr·Thareau and Mr Tolman. 
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!. Introduction I I 
I 
1. The origins of the multiplicit~ and 4iversity of the conceptions of 
cooperatives in Europe today are in generar-~o be found in the 
different economic~ social and political developments of the indivi~l 
countries since the beginning of the 19th century. In principle, it 
can be said th~_t aq_ricultural cooperatives were set up in order to -·\ 
strengthen the position of farmers on the marke~ both as regards their 
sales of produce and'their purchases of supplies and equipment. 
2. As a consequence of historical development and the differences in 
the relations between the cooperatives and the administration, the 
lega~provisi~~_i£YerniE9 __ the cooperatives are today also different 
from one Member State of the European Community to another. In 
all EEC Member States agricultural cooperatives are subject to 
special statutes which lay down their structures and rules of 
procedure. 
3. Agricultural cooperatives are self-help institutions, which, as 
associations of individuals, work on the principle of economy. 
They observe the principles of self-administration and self-
responsibility and are based on the solidarity of their members. 
Agricultural r.ooperatives should be considered as an extension of 
agricultural undertakings. As economic undertakings belonging to 
tho farmP-rs who are controlled by them the task of the cooperatives 
in a modern economic system is to maintain and develop the productiv-
ity and independehce of the member undertakings by taking over 
certain economic activities or functions from agricultural undertaking•. 
They therefore make-a significant contribution to the survival of 
rural patterns. 
II. Role and impor~~-~~2. of the agri<:ll_ltural coopeutives in the European 
~~l!l~_unitY._ 
4. ~h~~?~ic_~~~ol:~~-~-the agricult~! cooperatives may be 
summarized a~ follows: 
the fact that. nr.-.rly all Communit.y farmers belonq to one or more 
cooperatives (lhc cooperatives have more than 10 million members, 
including dual memberships) emphasizes the importance of cooperatives 
as professional orqanizations of farmers with economic objectives' 
- there are at present approximately 40,000 agricultural cooperative• · 
in the Community, 
they are ac-tiva in the following areas: 
- the acquisition of means of production: 
the cnllection, processing and marketing of agricultural 
products; 
the provision of a wide variety of services for farmers and 
the rural population: 
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development trends in the various Member States show that 
cooperatives have made fundamental structural chanqes.in order 
to adapt to the requirements of a rapidly developinq economyr 
·.· 
- the cooperatives' share of the aqricu!·tural turnover· differs from· 
one !EC Member State and sector of production to another. As 
a whole it may be assumed that on average more than half of the 
purchases and sales of agricultural products are effected 
through cooperatives, in other words by undertakinqs controlled 
by farmers. Cooperatives carry out a considerable proportion 
of industrial~cale cultivation and processinq of foodstuffs. 
1-:xamplcs: 0: 79\ of milk collection 
OK: 55\ of meat processing and marketinq 
F: 67\ of cereal collection 
NL: 83\ of fruit and veqetable marketinq 
lRL: 100\ of butter production r 
- they achieve a total turnover of more than 80,000 million BCU 
(European units of account expressed in national currencies)r 
- the ~gricultural cooperatives have met the need for closer 
European and internationa~ cooperation between aqricultural 
cooperatives, particularly in view of the concentration of the 
marketR (multinationals for example) in important product 
sectors, by means of the first promisinq joint. venturesr 
- the ~oopcratives play 'an extremely important role in rural 
areas and communities through their achievements in infrastructure 
policy, regional policy, social policy and employment policy. 
This is particularly true of problem areas from which undertakinq• 
which are not members of cooperatives are withdrawinq because of 
lack of profitabilityr 
agricultural cooperatives employ 500 1 000 to 550,000 people in 
the ~~urope.:tn Communi. ty. 
I II. !g_r}_cEJ..~ur.~_l_~_~op~r~_! i ve_f;! .. i~~.e>.n~~~E_n __ ~ith variou!_f~mmuni ty policies 
5.1 Althouqh t•n<'! m.iqht hav<> mcp~cted that. the effective part 
pl.ly<'d by the .agrirultur&~l cuopcrc1tivcs aM tho instrument of 
farmers in hC!lping better to attain the ~ommon Agricultural 
?.E.l.-!.C::Y would be clearly and formally .mentioned in the basic 
legislation, cooperatives are not expressly referred to in the 
Treaty. When attempts were occasional~y made within the c;ommi8aion 
of the EuropNm Communities at the beginning of the 1960's to take 
into account. the importance of agricultural cooperatives to 
farmers and to a successful agricultural policy, protests from 
non-cooperative groups were too readily upheld and the role and 
functjon of cooperatives was never defined clearly by the 
Community authorities on the grounds that competition was equal 
olnd l'l~o1t' ll1coy wort~ m•utr.al in J"Plat·ion tu the varioul'l formA of 
undr.•r 1 ..tk 1114. 
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-s .2 However, in 1962 a derogation in favour of associations of farmers It 
for the market~~-their products was ~reated under the legislation 
on cartels; this derogation also applies to agricultural co-operative• 
(Regulation No. 26/62•). 
5.3 Since 1964 there has also been a policy on market structures 
to supplement the policy on production structures; this provides 
for investment aid for the improvement of ~onditions relating to 
' . the processing and marketing of agricultural products. The apecific 
entrepreneurial nature of the cooperatives accounts for the fact 
that they more easily mc!et the objectives of the agricultural 
policy connected with this measure and for this reason benefit 
more readily from such aid than non-cooperative commercial 
undertakings and undertakings in the food industry (Regulation 
No. 17/64 and Regulation No. 355/77), 
In addition, ,Regulation No. 1360/78 on eroducer grOUfS and 
!!!_OCiatj~the~ p~ovides for aid t~ associations of farmers 
to centralize supply and adjust production to market reqtli.t:ements. 
I .. r .. 
This measure applies only to specific regions 91, the Community 
and supplements the mech<lq·isms of the policy on market atructurea. 
I 
It is significant that the favourable experience which has long 
been met with aa reqards producer groups in certain countries is 
' .. 
largely attributabfe to the fact that in those countries 75' of 
these special agricultural associations were founded within 
cooperatives. 
5.4 Agricultural cooperatives play a particularly active economic 
role in the ~~~g~ment of the a95icultural markets. As the 
link between producers and the market, the cooperative under-
takings arc directly concerned by the decisions taken by the 
Community institutions with· regard to prices and other measures 
affecting the market.. These decisions have. a major impact on 
thr. room for manoeuvre available to the processing and marketin~ 
undertakings controlled by farn1ers. Measures relating to 
intervention conditions, export refunds, import levies, subsidies, 
producer levies and the development of processing and storage 
costs in specific ~roduct 4r~as have a particular effect on the 
agricultural cooperatives ~nd, as a consequence, on the return 
of farmers. 
As a result, agricultural cooperatives have acquired technical 
and economic knowledge and experience which is essential to 
/' 
flexible and effective man•gement of the ~arkets. 
The fact that the Commiasion recently adopted in its proposals 
for a dynam'i<· export pol icy the ideas and standpoints which have 
long been advocated by the grain cooperatives is a welcome example 
of the competence of the agricultural cooperatives. 
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6. As far as regional.F.olicx is concerned, the agricultural 
cooperatives are a determining _factor in the survival of the 
rural areas. Their experience and their expertise make them 
particularly qualified to participate in the establishment of 
of integrated development projects in Community regions which 
face structural deficits. 
7. The agricultural cooperatives could, with tkeir know-how, contribute 
constructively to the improv~implementation of a food aid 
policr which takes account both of the specific needs of the 
countries receiving aid and of the needs of Community agriculture. 
8. The agricultural cooperative associations in the individual 
countries have gained a wealth of experience in the last two 
decades owing to their activity in the field of development pol!cy. 
In connection with the Commission's proposals to combat hunger in· 
the world recently approved by the Council (COM(81) 560 final -
known as the 'Pisani Plan') the agricultural cooperatives, in close 
cooperation with other cooperative groups, are particularly well-
qualified to advise the relevant departments of the Commission and 
authorities of developing countries as to the development of 
suitable structures to maintain and create viable rural areas. 
In addition they are excellently qualified to help in the joint 
building of the food industries which are suited to the available 
natural resources of each country and to the needs and financial 
means of the population of extremely poor countries. 
IV. !!!!_<:OEJ~.t.l':!!!_~-~!.!:~~.!!_tJI.!. -~-C?.Ilt_~~.2.!_E~.£__!£Onomic and social sxstem 
9.1 A detailed analysis and assessment of the value and importance 
o~~3~ic~ltu~-~~EP.!!~~~es to the econo$ic and social systems 
~!. ... ~-~~--~~~!.l}..~p_r~ would go beyond the scope of this opinion. 
The following points should however be borne in mind, particularly 
bec.JuAe the .Jqricultural t:ooperative!'l on the one hand play a 
particularly important part within the European Community and 
its policies and because, on the other, the policies of the European 
Community are co-determining as regards the survival and further 
development of our economic and social systems: 
In spite of different economic and social developments in the 
various countries and their influence on cooperatives, varying 
legislation on cooperatives, the varying economic importance of 
cooperatives, in other words in spite of the wide variety in the 
outwArd form of c·ooperat ives, the.rc is a great deal of similarity 
in the legislation C\nd statutes 01s well as in the most impoda{lt 
t 
cnopc.~rat:i~pr-inciples which shape lhc organization, !ortnulation of 
obj~ctivos, decision-making, cooperative operations and function• 
o! cooperatives in the economy. 
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In contrast to this,. however, the fundamental values which the 
spiritual foundations of Christianity, liberalism, socialism and 
humanism have created in our pluralist social system may also 
be described as common to the countries of the Community end 
Western Europe, such as: 
the principle of representative democra~y, 
- the preservation of freedom of the indiv.idualJ 
tha protection of and increase in the prosperity of individuals 
and of societyJ 
~ the guarantee of independence and self-determination, and 
- the preservation and expansion of a free social market economy. 
9.2 It might well be informative for the European Parliament and the 
other Community institutions to investigate, in addition to 
considering the various elements of the parts or sectors of the 
cooperativ~ movement, whether the cooperative principles, as 
currently practised, are totally compatible with the basic values 
of our economic and social systems. If it is found that cooperatives 
are not only compatible with these systems but also help to 
stabilize, strengthen and develop them, the neutral attitude towarda 
I 
this specific form of undertaking or way of life often adopted 
by certain politicians ought no longer to be justified since the 
characteristic features and functions of the cooperatives differ 
clearly and distinctly from other forms of undertaking in our 
present economy and society. 
v. AssesHmcnt of the amendments and conclusions 
--· --· ----· .... ·-----------·---· ------
' ,.. 
10. The rapporteur fully agrees with the call for greater recognition 
to be given to cooperatives as a special form of undertakin~ by 
the Commu~ity authorities and in particular by ~he Coomission and 
u. 
also by the outside world. Cooperatives are, because of their special 
nature, particularly suitable instruments for the improved 
application of a number of Community policies and the fight against 
serious problems currently facing the economy and society in 
general. This does not justify the neutral stance which the 
Community authorities have so far adopted towards cooperat·ives. 
Tha ft9~icultural coop•~•t~va• hav• cont~ibute~iucoesatully to 
I ... • 
!>ctter mar~.~~ _m_!l.'l..~!!~e!!!_ in the context of the common agricultural 
policy and to the creation and application of an effective 
li I: 
-- j· 
I 
The agricultural cooperatives have also proved to be successful 
_i!l_!rantors fo~t_h_t!.-~l?~t_inue_f! _ex~atence of the family farm. In their i 
function as the extended arm of farmers and through the many serviCe, 
.!:E!-!.Y_.P.!£!!d_e _i~ -~.!!!.~.!._~!!!!1.!• they have ensured continued economic , 
viability for these regions and their inhabitants and thus for an ! 
efficient European agrlcutural sector. 
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12. The Community should therefore make every effort to improve the 
genera~ and particularly the legislative framework for.the better 
development and growth of agricultural cooperatives in the .various 
countries. 
13. The first indispensable step in this direction lies in the 
creation of a form of ~~j!r~tive headqua~ters or meeting-point 
under the aegis of the Commission which would advise the Commission 
in the drafting and implementation of policies and measures which 
affc<"t cooperatives directly or indirec:tly. 
14. The r~pporteur requests the cc,mmunity to compile a detailed 
~tudy ~E coo~cratives in ~ommunity countries. In this connection 
he recalls that in 1967 the Commission of the European Communities 
published a study on agricultural cooperatives in the European 
Community1as a result of five years' work and that this was completed 
. 2 by a further study in 1973 on cooperatives in the new Member States. 
However, the findings of these studies have not, contrary to 
original expectations, been adopted in the agricultural policy 
as desired. 
15. lie considers that it is also necessary to examine to what extent 
it seems appropriate for the Community to call a cooperatives 
~En~~!£~2~ at Community level with a view in particular to drawing 
the attention of politicians at national and Community level and 
of those members of the general public concerned to the characterist-
jcs and functions of cooperatives. 
16. He also believes it to be essential that the cooperative groups 
represented at EEC level should, in a pragmatic manner, achieve a 
form of dialogue to enable them to reach agreement on problems and 
preoccupations affecting them beyond their individual sectors. 
Such a 'fo!~-'-~~~~~-~! a suitable platform !or all cooperative 
qrol!.P.!• enabling them to speak to EC politicians with one voice. 
In this connection it is necessary to examine to what extent 
cooperative groupK not yet rep~esented at Community level are 
attempting to obtain their own representative body as quickly al 
possible (for cxdmplc cooperatives in the fields of insurance, 
housjng, servi<.·es, the profcstlions and so forth). 
17. The Commission services responsible for the drafting of European 
1 comp<lny law ~huuld examine to what extent the ~armonization of 
~~~~er~~~Y~-1~~· which often varies significantly between Member 
States, is n0ceRsnry and useful. 
1--· ... -·-··· -··--
KP!C StUdy 'Agricultural Cooperatives in the EEC', Agricultural Seri•s 
2 No. 21, Brussels l9h7. 
'Forms of coopcratiun between farms for production and marketing in 
·the new Member States', Information on Agriculture No. 20, Brussel• 
September 1976. 
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The rapporteur recalls in this context that the joint request 
of the European cooperative aaaociationa COGBCA, EUROCOOP and 
UGAL, together with the credit cooperativea,.for the creation 
of a ~p~ cooperative statute was made in view of the 
difficulties encountered in t·he'harmonization of national 
cooperative law. Such a statute would, as new European 
law, certainly be beneficial for the inter-cooperative 
cooperat\ion beyond national frontiers whicb ·is becoming 
increasingly necessary and would in the long term contrib~te 
to the preservation of the specific ent:repreneuria·l character 
of cooperatives. 
18. The rapporteur atresaes that the agricultural cooperatives· 
see themselves as economic undertakings in a market econoMr 
and in a free social system. Because of their special 
responsibility with with regard to economic and social policy 
they therefore consi4er ~hat the right and duty of national 
governments to support and encourage cooperative& in all 
conceivable forms is justified. Financial; P!lMnts are 
appropri~tc if they represent a form of considerat1on for 
I 
actj viti cH <·arriccJ out in the qeneral or ,special public 
interest ur ('Yen at. tho raquest of the public authorities. 
Regular susbidi~ing of their economic activities must be 
rejecte4 since it would make the cooperat.tves c1ependent on the 
State. 
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-------------
Drafttsman : Mr D. VIE 
At the sitting of 15 December 1980 the motion for a resolution 
(DOC. 1-699/BOl by Hr Filippi and others, on the harmonization of the 
instruments and rules relating to cooperatives in the EEC countries, was 
referred for an opinion to the Legal Affairs Committee. 
on 29 January 1981 the Legal ~ffairs Committee app6inted Mr Vie 
draftsman of the opinion on this motion. 
By letter of 15 April 1981 the Chairman ot-the Legal Affairs Committee 
requested that the committee should also be consult~d on the motion for a 
resolution (DOC. 1-327/80) by Mr Bonaccini and others which was concerned 
with the same subject; the letter stated that the committee would deal 
with the two motions in a Ringle opinion. 
At the sitting of 15 June 1981 the motion for a resolution 
(DOC. 1-327/BO) by Mr Bonaccini and others, on the European cooperative 
movement, was referred for an opinion to the Legal Affairs Committee. 
on 1'> .1uly l'*Bl tho {,('().ll 1\ffnir:: C'onnnillt•P appointt•d Mr Vii' draft~m;m 
of the opinion on this motion. 
At its meetings on 1 and 2 October and 10 and 11 November 1981 the 
Legal Affairs Committee considerP.d the draft opinion and adopted it 
unanimously on ll November 1981. 
The following were present: Mr Ferri, chairman; Mr Luster, vice-chairm n; 
Mr Dalziel, Mr Malangre, Mr Megahy, Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mr Tyrrell, Mrs Vayss de 
and Mr Vie. 
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Introduction 
1. The cooperative movement should be seen as making an indispensable 
contribution tr• the economic life of the Member States, one that usefully 
('ct-plemcnts the activities of the public and private sectors. 
Embracing mainly sm~ll and medium-sized undertakingfl, the cooperative 
&ector can well play a signi'!icant role in efforts to create employment 
a~d in the area of regional policy. 
·2. From the legal aspect, it is essential that the status of cooperatives 
~~ould be defined 1n order to prevent cooperative organizations being 
;sed for ends not consistent with their primary purpose, which is to develop 
.!:·.;tual aid among the member:: particularly in small or medium-sized undertakiNJS •. 
After examining the content of the two motions for resolutions we 
shall ~dentify the legal basis for any Community legislation on the subject 
.u.d t;non tn 11t•.1l with the• quntttinn of thr rc•c'niJnition nf l"nnprr.ltivrA lit 
Community level and with the problem of Community tinancing ot some cooperative 
activities • 
..-~---
'., ,, 
I. 7he object of the two motions 1 
I 
A. The motion for a resoluti~n on the European cooperative •ovemements 
I (Doc. l-327/80) 
·Thrt•ll•l'""''''''' of lhinntt,tinu fnr 11 lt•tinl••tluu Jf••l''""' t·h.tt th~~t C'ommi•ton 
a~d the Council, within th&scope of their respective respOnsibilities 
a:.~ oo~ers, recognize the European qooperative movement as a permanent 
~cq=~!ating partner on economic and social matters and that they promote 
. --..,. 
o:".e setting-up at Community level of a single body representing the cooperative 
21•:\·e:-:ent to act as a link between the Community and the movement. 
~he motion for a resolution further calls for a report to be drawn 
.;:. c•:l the general role of the cooperative movement in contemporary 
!.·.:-":J~ean Society and for a conference to be organized to examine the problems 
~= p~ospe~ts in this sector. 
!. ;~e motion for a resolution on the harmonization of the instruments and 
=~:es relating to cooperatives in the EEC countries (Doc. 1-669/80) 
~. ~he aim of the proponents of this-motion for a resolution is to 
a~~~eve harmonization of the basic legiHlative rule~ governing coo~erativo 
a~~~vlt~es and they wish to see a proposal for the establishment of a 
s:a~~~e for a European cooperative society to be examined. 
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They also call for the Community to enhance the role of cooperatives 
and give them preferential treatment and to take steps to ensure that the 
legal provisions governing cooperative organizations ~re not used for 
improper or speculative ends. 
5. As regard8 (inancing, the motion expres~cs the hope that the appropriate 
EEC bodies will in anticipation of the outcome of any harmonization, 
set out the requirements which cooperative organizations must meet to 
qualify for Community aid. 
ln this connection the motion stresses the need for an adequate increase 
in the budgetary appropriations for the support and encouragement of 
cooperative undertakings. 
6. Finally, the motion tor a resolution draws attention to the differences 
existing in the provision of 'auditing assistance• for cooperative 
organizations and to the problems relating to the number of votes to 
which cooperative members may be entitled. 
A. Harmonization of legislations on cooperatives 
7. Article 54 (g) of the EEC Treaty, which deals with the right of 
establishment of companies or firms, constitutes a fundamental legal basis 
in that it provides for the coordination of th~ safeguards required of 
companies or firms in the Member States for the protection of the interests 
of members and others. Moreover, cooperatives are expressly mentioned in 
the second paragraph of Article 58 of the EEC Treaty. 
At the same time, Article 100 of the EEC Treaty provides an adequate 
and complementary basis for the harmonization of the basic principles of 
national legislations ·on cooperatives. 
Community powers exist whenever the approximation of laws concerns 
' legislative provisions which directly affect the establishment or 
functioning of the common market. 
It seems clear that legislation on cooperative societies, concerning, 
for instance, their statute or their operation, does directly affect 
the functioning of the common market - particularly when harmonization 
of only the basic rules is involved. 
As economic agents, cooperative underta~ings operate at various levels 
within the common market and they benefit from the free movement of goods, 
or the right of establishment, or the freedom to provide services, which 
exist in that market. 
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B~ Th~~bli~:~hment of -a statute for a F.urope.m cooperative society 
8. The difficulties encountered in the establi·•hment of the European 
Company certainly provide little encouragement to the Community legislator 
intent on promoting a statuie for a European cooperative society. 
. Nevertheless, a· successful outcome qf work on this proposal would 
. 1 serve in the longer'.--term to develop the .cooperative movement in Europe 
I , ~ • ' " 
and to tacilitate cooperati~e activities in an integrated European economic 
area • 
9. we might expect to rrsolve in this wa1 a number of legal problems , 
raised in the motion for 11 reAolution, for instance that of the allocation 
of several votes per membl'r in lhe basic o·ganizationa. 
Ill. ~·munity recognition of cooperatives and the cooperative movement , 
10. Con•munity recognition of the cooperative movement is already a fact 
at the level of the Economic and soc lal Co•nmittee. 
Article 193 of the EEC Treaty l.ays do~n that the Committee shall consist 
I 
of reprf'sentatives of the various categoriu of economic and social activity., 
The memt·ers of the Committee shall be appolnted by the Council acting 
unanimo\laly (Article 194). 
Thl· composition of the Committeo shall take account of the need to 
ensure udequate representation of tho vari.,us categories of economic and 
social l•Cti vi ty. 
To this end, the Council shall •:onsult: the Commission and may obtain 
the opirdon of European bo~ies which are r•Jpresentative of the various 
economi< and social sectors to which the a•::tivities of the Community are 
of concE·rn (Article 195). 
11. The· cooperative sector proper i:1 currently represented on th~ Economic 
and soc1al Committee by 8 members (o•&t of L56)J there are in addition about 
a dozen members representing other c~tegorie• with linka to cooperative 
movements. 
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IV. Community financing of cer~ain cooperative activities 
12. In the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-669/80) of < December 1980 
it is suggested that the Community institutions should, in anticipation 
of the results of harmonization, set out the criteria which cooperative 
organizations must meet if they wish to benefit from Community financing. 
The motion also calls, first, for part of the Community budget to be used 
to support and encourage cooperative undertakings,and, seconaly, for the 
EEC to enhance the role of cpoperatives, particularly by giving them 
preference in aid or interv~ntion mea$urcs which-the Community intends 
to institute in certain sectors and g~ographic areas. 
such criteria would have to be very precisely defined in the lig,ht 
of the objectives which the Community intends to assign to the cooperative 
movement and of the relevant provisions of the Treaties. 
The Commission should undertake appropriate consultations in order 
to determine what the criteria for the granting of such aids should be. 
v. Conclusions 
The Legal Affairs Committee, which is in agreement with the main 
aims of the motion for a resolution on the European cooperative movemen 
(Doc. 1-327/80) and of the motion for a resolution Doc. 1-669/80, wishe 
to draw the attention of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
to the following points: 
(a) The legal basis for the harmonization of the basic legislation on 
cooperatives it to be found in Articl~ 54( .) of the EEC Tr~aty in so 
far as the coordination of the safeguards required of companieti or firm 
in the Member States for the protection of the interests of members and , 
others is concerned. Article 100 of the EEC Treaty is the legal basis f~r 
I 
the other provisions envisaged in the two motions for resolutions. 
(b) To a large extent the establishment of a statute for a European 
cooperative ::.ocicty will depend on the progress still to IJe made .1.n 
drawing-up the statute of the European Company, although this should not 
be regarded as a prerequisite (sec point 9 of the present text). 
(c) The role of the European cooperative movement should be enhanced, 
particularly in the Economic and Social Committee (see points 10 and 11), 
and by establishing representation of the cooperative movement at European 
level. 
(d) Community financing of certain cooperative undertakings should be 
subject to clearly defined criteria (see point 12). 
(e) The economic aims of cooperatives are compatible with the pr~nciples 
laid down in the EEC Treaty for the economic area. They represent a 
positive contribution likely to stren~then the principles on which the 
EEC Treaty is based. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS AND EMPLOYMENT 
Draftsman: Mrs BADUEL GLORIOSO 
At its meeting of 14 May 1981 the Committee on Social Affairs and 
Employment appointed Mrs Baduel Glorioso draftsman for the Committee on 
Economic and Monetary Affairs. 
The committee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 
26 November 1981 and 23 June 1982 and adopted it unanimously at this last 
meeting. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Peters, acting chairman7 
Mr Horgan, vice-chairman7 Mrs Baduel Glorioso, draftsman; Mr Barbagli, 
Mr Brok, Mr Calvez, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Ceravolo, Mr Chanterie, 
Mrs Clwyd, Mr Dido', Mrs Duport, Mr Eisma, Mr Griffith (deputizing for 
Mrs Charzat), Mrs Kellett-Bowman· (ijeputizinq• for Sir David Nicolson), 
Mrs Mai1-Wr"qen, Mr Michal (deputizing for Mr McCartin), Mr Van Minnen, 
Mrs Nielsen, Mr Patterson, Mrs Pauwelyn, Mrs Salisch, Mrs Squarcialupi 
(deputizing for Mr Frischmann), Mr J.D. Taylor (deputizing for Mr Simpson), 
Mr Tuckman and Mr Vandewiele (deputizing for Mr Estgen). 
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Today, for the first time since .it· n• · e~tablished, the SUr~AUl Pa.diuek~r·· ... 
is taking an interest in the cooperative movement. The subject was raised 
in two motions for resolutions, tabled on 18 July and 4 December 1980, which 
called for a strengthening of the cooperative movement and for the creation 
Qf the necessary conditions for its further development, expressing the convic-
tion that this type of productive organization plays a very important economic 
and social role. 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The first cooperative societies were formed in Europe in the middle of 
the last century to protect workers' interests during the process of indus-
trialization through solidarity and mutual assistance. 
Today cooperative societies are still inspired by the same fundamental 
principles and aims which led to the birth of the movement: equality between 
members tone member, one vote), control over the return on capital, profit aa 
a guarantee of efficiency and its use for social ends (dl&tinguishing 
cooperatives from private undertakings) and the commitment to the social 
and professional enrichment of all members. 
2. The economic sectors in which cooperatives sprang up and developed were, 
naturally enough, those in which the protection of workers and their purchasiDg 
' power was most necessary and most urgent. Ini.tially, this meant consumers' 
cooperatives and mutual associations, followed later by workers' cooperatives, 
~particularly in agriculture. 
I, 
I • !1 
3. A second fundamental aim of the cooperative movemen't, }llong with the I. '\ 
defence of purchasing power was the ~otection of employ.,nt and the fight . 
against unemployment. This was certainly decisive in the founding of workers' 
cooperatives, alth.ough as we shall see below, their development and expansion 
varied from one economic sector and from one country to another. Its main 
significance, however, was that, for the individual cooperative society, 
employment became a priority amongst the various options governing its economic • 
life. This remains true today, to a greater or lesser extent in the various-. . , 
sectors, despite the fact that in recent years, especially in some sectors 
(distribution, for example), the economic crisis and technical progress have 
i~posed a need for restructuring which has caused ~onsiderable job losses, 
even in cooperatives. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN THE EEC 
4. Although it retains its original idealistic features, the cooperative 
movement today represents a coherent and stable economic force in the EEC, 
even if it remains difficult to quantify in overall terms. 
In fact, the strength of cooperatives in the various sectors, the way in 
which they operate and the laws which govern them vary considerably from one 
Member State to another. As a reeult comparable data are not always available. 
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In the commerci~l sector, cooperatives supply about 9\ of the European 
market for current consumer goods, in agriculture there are 40,000 cooperatives ! 
with a turnover of 60,000 million ECU, while credit cooperatives hold deposits , 
amounting to 300,000 million dollars. 
5. The point which must be stressed is that the cooperative society, viewed 
as an 'economic unit', has performed and operated on the market under economic 
laws and constraints ~nd has achieved noteworthy results without betraying the 1 
principles which distinguish it. Above all it has ensured direct participation 
by workers and consumers in the management and the economic and social decision 
of the undertaking. 
The support of the trade unions has bean crucial to the development of 
cooperatives, although the link between the two movements varies from countr~ 
to country. 
6. An ideal of the social impact of the cooperative movement in the European 
Community can be gained from the following statistics, 1 which, although not 
all.that recent, are nevertheless significant: in 1970 11.87\ of the total 
population of the Member States were members of coOperatives: this figure 
continued to rise and,reached 16.1\ in 1976.with peaks _of 27\ in Denmark and 
Belgium and 25\ in France (more than one in four of the population!). In 
1976 out of a population of abo~t 250 million, there were 42 million cooperative 
members. 
However, althou~h they may provoke surprise or interest, these fiqures 
provide no more than a broad outline of the cooperative movement and qive no 
indication of the relationship between member and cooperativ~, of whether, in 
'nther words, it involves lnbour, Rervlce or conauml!ltion. 
PROSPECTS AND EMPLOYMENT IN THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT 
7. A few specific comments on the type and level of employment will help 
give a clearer picture of the social significance of the co6perative movement. 
The number of workers employed in the cooperative movement in the European 
Community (members and non-members) is in the region of 2.5 million, about 
63\ of wrom are in the four largest sectors: agriculture (500,000 members) 
consumers' coo~er~tives (259,000), workers cooperatives (512,000) and credit 
cooperatives (300,000). 
8. Any assessment of prospects and the problems involved on the basi.s of a 
closer analysis of those figures would be a daunting task, not least because 
of the considerable differences between countries. In some cases &implications 
and approximations are unavoidable. 
In the agricultural sector the importance of cooperatives qoes well beyon4 
the jobs directly created in the cooperative undertaking itself. For the most 
part, cooperatives provide services relating to the marketing and processing 
of agricultural products and therefore exert an influence over basic production. 
1 provided by the ICA (International Cooperative Alliance) 
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in countries like Italy where there are relat~vely fewer aqricultural 
cooperatives, both the number of cooperatives and t~e level of employment have 
risen steeply in recent years (between 1975 and 19~8, for example, employment 
increased by 16\), while the aqricultural population has been in sharp decline 
for many years. 
However, in countries with a h~gh o~ very hiqh concentration of cooperattves 
(for example, France with 3.7 million members or Germany with 3.3. million 
members), where nearly all aqricultural producers belonq to at least one 
cooperative, the trend has been different and· the number of cooperatives has 
declined almost everywhere; on the other hand'their turnover has increased 
considerably, while employment has remained more or less stable. 
It seems reasonable to recognize that aome development• are a consequence 
of the CAP, such as the encouraqement of a degree of 'industrialization' in 
more backward sectors of agriculture (which the cooperatives allow, having due 
regard to tho role of the basic producer) in countries with less developed 
agricultural structures, or the difficulties faced by sectors in surplus 
(especially\ the milk and dairy produce sector) in other agricultural zones. 
9. The consumers' cooperative movement has undergone profound internal 
changes and although it does not fall entirely within the scope of this 
document, it is worth noting that between 1973 and· 1980 employment fell by 
100,000 units, while during the same period there was a considerable increase 
in turnover, ~ales area and sorv1cea offered to the consumer. There is no 
doubt that aubstantial rostructutinq hAs taken plaou in thil lector. 
10. Producers' cooperatives (in the construction sector, industry and craft 
industries) are spreading rapidly, with growth concentrated in certain 
• countries. The phenomenon does not aeem to apply to the same extent to the 
EBC as a whole. 
Nevertheless," between 1975 and 1978 employment in these cooperatives 
increased by 20\ in Italy (and turnover by 127\) and 10.8\ in France. It 
is estimated that overall, producers' cooperatives1 provide jobs for more 
than 500,000 workers in the EEC, of whom about half are cooperative members. 
This expansion has increased still furth~r in re~ent. years. 
This aector is dominated by small and medium sized undertakings 
(particularly in France where 92\ of these cooperatives have leas than 100 
employees), with considerable numbers in the more backward zones, especially 
the Mezzogiorno. 
However, it should not be forqotten that some cooperatives-are not 
genuine, being set up mainly to take advantage of the tax or credit facilities, 
particularly financial aid, which cooperatives enjoy • 
. -
' 
'I 
------
l '! ., I' 
1 in the widest sense of the term, in?luding both aervice";~d transport 
cooperatives 
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~~ 11. Mention should also be made of another type of cooperative which is 
--
--
spreading rapidly, although it is difficult to provide figures. This type 
belongs to what might be called the 'advanced services' or 'intellectual 
services' sector and involves such fields as business consultancy, data 
s>~ot:o•l<ll!ltnq, t<'M'itt•'h, thl'l fH<J!cn••lon•, ac::tinlJ, •nd MC' on. o.-Mpitr~ thco lAClk 
of d~ta on the extent of such cooperative• at ·European lev~l, there is no 
doubt lh.Jt tlwy o'lflf>CMI C'!tpecially to young people, mainly UCCilUM' uf liH' 
direct involve!m(:•nL they offer in the performance and outcome of t.heir wurk, 
but also for the scope for personal initiative which ~hey allow each member. 
12. A final area._ where cooperatives .are developing - .tl:lough by no means th.-
least important in terms of jcb creation in recent year~,- is the sector 
which may be described as 'activiti~s of coliective interest'. Originally 
formed in liaison with mutual associations or, in some cases, with credit 
organizations, these cooperatives are growing in Amportance in a wide range 
of areas including collective catering, the organization of leisure time, 
tourism, social services (day nurseries, etc.), home help (the elderly and 
... I 
sick), pharmacies and many otheri. ·---~ ~ 
13. This outline of the complex and.diverse nature of the cooperative mov ... nt! 
! 
as a whole requires a few brief comments of a political nature before we turn 
to the specific subject of Community action in favour of the cooperative 
movement. 
What seems to distinguish the cooperative movement - a factor of vltal 
social significance - is the existence of organizations that link together 
the various cooperative undertakings, either by sector or horizontally between 
the various activities. This has made it possible, from an ec~nomic point of 
view, to exploit the adventages of vertical integration, for example through 
security of market o~tlets or the absence of intermediaries. A typical 
example of this is the chain of production, processing and d~stribution of 
an agricultural product and the link between credit and cooperative inveatmeftt. 
The most important aspect, however, is the establishment of a •cooperative 
. 1 
system' with its own code of behaviour, with the aim of spreading the eooperati~e 
ideal and speaking with a single representative voice in dealings with the 
public authorities and other production interests. 
14. The need to achieve.similar representation at European level has been 
pointed out on many occasions by the cooperative organizations. At present 
there are already sectoral organizations at European level for agriculture 
(COGECA), consumers (EUROCOOP), insurance, pharmacies, retail distribution 
(UGAL), credit and production and work (the recently formed EECCOOP). 
The attempts to set up an organization_representing cooperatives at 
European level and coordinating the various sectors are positive steps, but 
much remains to be done to bring the cooperative movements in the varioue 
Member States into line with each other, especially from the point of view 
of national legislation. 
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15. This brief and, unfortunately, incomplete study brings out the close 
links which unite the cooperative movement and its aims and principles with 
the 'soc1al economy', although the two remain separate and do not coincide 
exactly. As distinct from the public sector and the market economy, the social 
~conomy sc~ks to promote: 
- the search for full employment, based on local initiative and collective 
benefit; 
- higher workforce skills, especially for workers whose jobs are un&tableJ 
- the satisfaction of new needs and a better quality of lifer 
- the participation of workers and consumers. 
-1 
The soci~l economy thus involves a complex of structures, associations ' 
and undertakings with their own organizing and operating methods. 
The cooperative movement certainly forms an integral and fundamental 
part of this sect or und it is estimated that in France, for cxolmplc, t.la~ 
C'OO(l('l";lt iVI' IIIIIVPIRl'lll di'I'OIIIII~ for illJOUt. Jl11. Of t.he HOCl<Jl C'COI\OIIIy, 
l·'rom the point of view of the public authorities the advantaC)eS of thiH 
~ector of economic and social life are readily apparentr the ex1stence of 
precise points of reference in the form of the cooperative organizations facili-
tates the search for partners in the dialogue to help define and implement 
political decisions in these fields. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment agrees with the general 
lines of approach taken in the motions for resolutions on the European coopera-
t ivc movcmNlt (Doe. 1-327/Ro) and (Do~. l-6o9/ts0), wnicn urge the Community 
in~;ti,tutiom> to qivc spec·i.nl utt.ention to this matter. 
2. The problem of the cooperative movement and the task of defining its 
role and functions in relation to the economic and social development of the 
Community and its policies, has not so far been dealt with at Community level. 
No special consideration has been given to the cooperative movement, nor has 
there been adequate consultation of its representative organizations on matters 
relating to economic policy and its social aspects. 
3. The cooperative movement is of great importance in the EEC today, for the 
principles and aims which ~nspirc it a~ well as for the economic and Mncinl 
,, i qn i r I(",HH'I~ i I 1111~1 i.lill41101('d. 1\hovc "I I, tho coupe rut J VC':-l nl r,~,. <j(.•IHI i Ill' 
prOSf>l•ct ,.; ""d opponuniLics for the devclopmenL of employment in ol great in<my 
sectors and can therefore help solve the serious problem of unemployment caused 
by the present crisis. 
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4.! It should be stressed that· one of the main reasons why workers, especially 
yoJnq prople and women, find working in a cooperative attractive is the type of 
! I·'"'!' i•·ipation, and thus the 'quality' of work that this type of undertaking 
nl~er~. 111 ddditlon to the sco~e tor ~ersonal lnitiativu it alluw~ each member. 
5.' Some EEC countries and a number of the European organizations which took 
part in the hearing organized by Parliament on 26 and 27 January, have 
appropriately raised the issue of a third sector of the economy, the 'social 
economy', which already exists and operates under an original self-management 
structure with the possibility of participating alongside the public and private 
sectors in the dialogue on economic policy options in the individual Member 
States and in the EEC. 
6. In conclusion, having taken account of the opinions of the European 
organizations concerned, the following requests should be put to the Commission: 
(a) a European conference sponsored by the Commission, Parliament and the 
Economic and Social Committee, with the participation of the cooperative 
movements in the various Member States together with representatives of 
all coopprative associations, mutual soci~ties and self-management 
qroups, etc. with th_e du,,l aim of provid~nq an initil'll opport.unity for 
,, .111'<'' i: •1 t>t.•twcrn U1C' ,various sor.ial forces in k:uropC' nnd d~lininq lilt' 
I I ' • 
form which Community policy in this sector should take. 
(b) a wide-ranging study of the situation of the cooperative movement in 
Europe and especially its recent development, with particular reference 
to employment; 
(c) the setting up of an appropriate Commission department on cooperatives, 
also responsible for information and coordination of the various actions 
designed to promote coo;·~rat ives: 
(d) the establishment in due course of an appropriate Community fund for the 
promotion and drvclo,11.1ent of cooperative undertakings; 
(c) the initldtion of the process of harmoniz1ng national law~, takinq due 
account of the specific situation of the various countries, and a 
r·el."Jl'l~lllJlCJ of the proposal for a Statute of the European Cooperative 
Society; 
(f) priority allocation of resources from the European Social Fund for train-
lng and retraining courses for those actively employed in the various 
economic and social branches of the cooperative movement; 
(g) the placing of emphasis, in the context of all funds and of the existing 
financial instruments on initiatives to promote cooperatives, especially 
those aimed at integrating a number of economic sectors; 
(h) the encouragement of cooperative systems which make a more direct contri-
bution to stimulating and strengthening the social forces, within the 
framework of programmes to assist the developing countries. 
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